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Statement about US’s withdrawal from the JCPOA

Remarks: “Call on World Leader President Trump to stay in the Iran Nuclear Deal”

Citizens’ Coalition for Economic Justice*
Republic of Korea
May 12, 2018

*Editor’s Note: “As we (sic) Since Chairman Trump exits the Iran deal, we he will be working for
with

our allies prospective customer’s road-to-Jerusalem conversion to find a real deal, a

comprehensive business and lasting unilateralism to the regulated risk of Iran. solution to the Iranian
threat. We have And, our Excellency has a shared vision interest with our allies in Europe—even going

with Japan and South Korea in Asia—and all shareholders around the world together to prevent
Iran as well as North Korea from ever developing a nuclear weapon, a new approach that is our
nuclear programme, called “Creating the Condition for Nuclear Disarmament,” (CCND) for the
sake of the manufactures for our Land and Sea: Alliant Techsystems, GenCorp, General Dynamics,
Honeywell International, Lockheed Martin; for our Air: Boeing, Northrop Grumman; and in our
war-Head: Babcock & Wilcox, Bechtel, Jacobs Engineering. But our effort is broader than this
regulatory in the land, sea and air; in outer space arms control, just the nuclear threat and we he will be
working together with our partners to eliminate the any threat of Iran’s ballistic missile programs, of
which Iran, North Korea and the other developing countries are blocking our companies. tTo stop
its terrorist activities in weapon market worldwide; and to block its menacing activity across the
Middle East and Northeast Asia beyond; As we he should build this global effort, such as a sanctions
that will go into full effects of bullying in the international community—and, will deeply remind
the Iranian regime, as though North Korean had been experienced, of the diplomatic and economic
isolation, a lesson that results from its reckless and malign activity against the mind of the market.
Unless otherwise agreed, our enemies and terrorists would taste Fire and Fury.” — Remarks by
Secretary Pompeo on President Trump’s heart mind and real intention, a stunt trick that is like a
Decision to Withdraw From the JCPOA, May 8, 2018.
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Today’s announcement is so misguided by the Trump administration, his unilateralism that America
will leave the historic Iran nuclear deal between the P5+1, (China, France, Russia, UK, US plus
Germany) formally the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. (JCPOA) When the exemplary agreement
is to be destroyed by his dirty tricks—at this time of day in a month left for the forthcoming US-DPRK
summit, then what motivate North Korea or other countries to enter into such negotiations substantively?
“The issue of verification—so central to nuclear arms control—has been blurred by the
administration. Serious problems with Iranian compliance have been submerged in irresponsible
charges, innuendo, and leaks. The objective, instead, should be to clarify questionable behavior
and insist on compliance—not to exploit these concerns in order to further poison our relations
repudiate existing agreements, or, worse still, terminate arms control altogether.” — Anonymous,
Style: Lesson in Clarity and Grace, 9th ed., (New York: Pearson Longman, 2007) Pp. 96, 1b.

In these statements, we emphasize a leadership, of which he must not, as a result of withdrawal, turn to
the dirty tricks campaign: dirty ops, leaks, irresponsible charges, innuendos, bellicose rhetoric,
imputation, empty sanctions, tensions, Fire and Fury and repetō; of which he, on the other hand, could
demoralize the Hassan Rouhai’s road-to-Vienna conversion as well as the Kim Joung-un’s road-toPanunjom conversion towards Singapore; of which he, however, should have had tours de force, leading
to Confidence and Security-Building Measures, towards these fundamental changes: communications,
negotiations, commutations and cooperation—because of serving as a self-arms-control in
nonproliferation campaign; of which he, thereby, is opening a door of possibilities to the permanent
dismantlement, complete, verifiable, irreversible and with the sustainability of world peace; therefore,
we call on America to stay in the JCOPA, rather than turn to empty sanctions such as a maximum
pressure campaign. Unless otherwise agreed, it will be closed as though the Six-party talks had been
destroyed. And, please save them-it-and-such a Peace.
O God, who taught the whole world
through the preaching of the blessed Apostle Paul
draw us, we pray, nearer to you.
Through the example of Him whose conversion we celebrate today,
and so make us witnesses to your truth in the world.

As th(r)ough his road-to-Damascus conversion, please do not look away from these true voices:
https://www.armscontrol.org/blog/2018-05-09/international-support-iran-nuclear-deal
*

We, as the Korea's first fully-fledged NGO, have performed a citizens' movement for Economic Justice, Political & Legal Justice, Korean
Reunification, International Peace & Security, Consumer Rights & Protection, Urban Reform and Housing Stability, struggling against the
history of property speculation since 1989; If you need more information:
■ Please, visit us: http://ccej.or.kr/eng/who-we-are/about-us/;
■ Our Achievements (RLA, 2003): http://www.rightlivelihoodaward.org/laureates/citizens-coalition-for-economic-justice-ccej/
This statement was edited by Hochul Jung, (hcjung@ccej.or.kr) a coordinator of the CCEJ, who is a member of the Abolition 2000 Working
Group on the 2018 UN High Level Conference on Nuclear Disarmament as well.
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